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Chapter I Materials and Tools for making \\‘orlting
Models of Machines
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Fig. I/I Drtails of prqmrtional dividers
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Pmportivnul  lDir+der-s. ‘?officicnt detni! has been give” for each of

the tcodels  in rhr pcrspectivr  drawings (which arc to scale) to

enable  anyone to “lake them by scaling otl’ dimensior‘s  iv; anv of

the three  plants,  namely, up and dwvn,  sideways.  and hunt and

b a c k .  ‘l’he q u i c k e s t  WIV of doirlg  this is !?!- “wans of a “nir  o f

- proportiwx~l  d i v i d e r s ,  I - i g .  I ,:I.

‘l‘he construction  of the dividers car>  .T‘-. ::a” from the d r a w i n g

whue the “eccssity  for machinin;  i: ~i:~iizl  -,i;rfaces has been avoided

by using square-section  si des of mw!, prcfe-ably  steel with R hr.~s

b!ock  sl iding between. ‘l‘hc points at either  end of the “.i:,idcrn

shou ld  p~i~r,,l-i~  I, e nude of steel a n d  ca” bc s h a p e d  by tiling

from square n1atcrial.

‘Yu me the dli-idcrs  the scale  in inches lnarked  on every model

drawing must bc used and the distance hetwen the two points at

one end of th:: dividers sl:t to say h in on the vertical scale, then the

fulcruln  of the di>,iders i:; atiju::tc d until the distance between the

two points at the other end of the dividers is 0 in. The fulcrum ca”

then be adjusted for tighttress  and the real lengths in the vertical

direction of any part of the model ca”  he dctcrxnined  by placing

the two pol:lts  on the right-ha”d side of Fig. lir against the vertical

distance o” the drawing of any line it is desired to measure, when

the distance between the point; at the left-hand side wil! be the

actual vertical distance in question on the “lodei.  .A similar pro-

cedure can be followed with regard to the other two lines on the

scale in inches, marked on each of the drawings. It should he noted

that once the fulcrum has been tightened fvr the vertical position,

the same setting appl;es to each of the other planes shower on the

scale in inches, though measurement  made at intamediate  angles

will not be correct if they are scaled in the same way.

Drazcings.  Rlost of the drawings in this book are isometric though

a few are oblique. Isometric sketches such as Fig. Z:I are ~cnerally

considered to give a representation that is more e~zl!v appreciated

by the beginner than the normal engineering dF-ti<;n;;i  &wing

plan, elevation and side view which are known as orthogonal pro-

jections. In a few cases, e.g. Figs. z/S, 315, 4/r, 5/3, o r thogonal

projections have been given because all the necessary details of

thae mode!s  could not be conveniently represented in isometric

drawings.

Intpnxised Eyuipmenf.  A great many other tools that are avai!ahle

might have been suggested but in the writer’s view, they are not

essential. For instance, sets of taps and dies are nice things to have



but their purchase can hardly be justified for this sort of work when
bolts, nuts and screws can be obtained so easily and cheaply

without having to make them for oneself. ‘l’here are other tools

which though not essential would be a great convenience and would

speed up the making of many of the mode!s.  Chief among these is

the portable electric drill with its various attachments for sawing,

grinding, and so on.

It will be noticrd  that in many cases household utensils and

articles oi commerce that can be purchased from the ironmongers

have been used instead of making parts specially for the models.

Thus plast ic bilckcts  and transparent  plastic boxes have been

freely usedPsometimcs  modified by drilling or cementing  the lids

on to make them airtight. Likewise,  broom-shanks and coffee-

table legs with scrcwed  ends have been found to have uses other

than those originally intended.

The reader will find that to use his ingenuity in this way-by

adapting finished or partly finished parts to his particula;  uses, is

in itself a rewarding challenge which often saves a great deal of

time--and sometimes money as ~vvell.

Fig. I/Z Use of proportional
dividers



Chapter  II Some Ancient Machine Tools

Bow Drill

1)rilling is d o n e  by ho ld ing the dri l l  shaft vcr:ically  with t h e

palm  piece  in the left hand and dra\\~ing  the 1~01~  backwards and

forwards  XI hercnpon  the drilling shaft  and drill arc rotated  alter-

nately clock\\isc a n d  anti-clock\Csc,  while  the bow maintains

sul%icnt  wnsion in the cord to provide enough friction between

the cord and the drill shaft to prewnt  slipping; thus the drill shaft

is rotated.  Suficicnt do\vnw;trd pressure  must be maintained on the

drill by the palm piece to force  the drill down into the \vork.  The

palm piece  sholdd have a hole or socket into \rhich the upper end

of the drill shaft enters.  The drilling bit needs to be sharpened

f rom time to time whether  it is stone or metal so that a cutt ing

edge  is maintained. ‘1%~ drill bit is Hattencd into a batswing  shape,

(‘l‘wist drills of the type used today in rotary  dri l l ing machines

wre invented about a hundred years ago,)

In the bow drill, the backwards 2nd forwards reciprocating

motion of the hand ii converted  into clockwise and anti-clockwise

rotary motion  of the drill head.



SCALE IN INCHES

Fig. Z/I Bow drill

Egyptian cabinet-makers. iXIastaba  of Tiye, Saqqara,  zj4.x B.C .



I
Pump Drill

Closely related to the how drd--for  it has the same component

parts- is the pump  drill, Fig. z/z, in which a hole has hccn made

in the centre  of the bo\v and thr drill shaft paswd  through the hrrlc.

In the pump drill, alternating roury  li,otion of the drill is pr~r-

dticcd by up and don~n  motion  of thv right hand, the !cft hand h’ing

I;sed as hefore  to ho ld  a p a l m  piew supporting:  the upper rnd ol

the drilling shaft. So ho\v is rcquircd,  the cord passing through the

axis of the drill spindle  and having its t\\o ends attached to the

cross bar as shown in the illustration. As the cross bar is nwvcd up

a n d  dn\\-n the cord is \-;rappc d rotund  t h e  d r i l l  spind!::  2nd the

motion is maintained h!; the Hy\\~hccl  effect introduced  h\-  the ,,,a~

of the stones in the coconut shell  sho:v in the illustrztion.  ‘l‘hc

operation of this form of drill takes a little practice hut after  a while

the necessary skill is soon acquired and it will hc found that this

form of drill is more suitable for drilling larger holes whilr  rhc !IIN

drill is suitable for smaller holes.  The spindle of the drill needs  to

he at least 16 in long between the top of the coconut shrll and the

palm piccc so as to allow sufficient of the spindle for the cord to he

wrapped round.  The total length of the spindle (about I in in

diameter) will then he rather more than 2 ft.

‘[‘he origins of the pump drill arc also lost in antiquit!though  it

is generally heliewd  to hax been  developed as a modlhcation of

the how drill for special purposes such as drilling stone or puree-

lain. For this purpose it has been  used up to the present century by

itinerant craftsmen who used to repair broken chinaware with wire

rivets passed through the holes in the china made  with this device.



Fix. z/z Pump dri l l
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,,

‘, Arab using  bow lathe. Khan el Khalili Bazaar, Cairo, 1961
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Lronardu’s  treadle  iathc
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Hero’s Screw Cutter

lIale scw\~  threads wzrc  mxl~ in (;rwk tinus as part of scow

presses  for prrssing  grapes and  oliw?i and fox uthrr p~,~rposcs,  a n d

t h e  n u t s  aswciatcd with thcsc screw consisted  nf LI hollrw biock

of \\~““d  in,;0 the sid f .I .IL o \\ IIC I .L nu~,~bel-  of pins  were driqn  t o

catch in  thr groove?;  hct\vcrn rhc scw~v  th reads .  ‘l‘hcw had the

dcfezt t h a t  thq danug:cd  the scrc\\  thread when great  ~xc:wrc

\\~a~ used and SCHUP rn~ans was rcquiw d for making a funalc scrc\\

thread that \wuld  fit accurately  on a m.llc scrc\\ thread. Such a ’

fcmalc scrc\v  thread is found in nuts that arc trscd  with Mts tudav.
‘l‘he first to devise a method for waking a female scren  t h r e a d

from a male  screx thread was 1 Icro rri .Ilc.undria  who dcscrihed it

in one  of his writ ings about .<,I).  IOO.  ‘l‘hr dcvi~c  is shnwn  in Fig.

$7 from which it \vill  he clear that an internal  thread  can be cut

xvith  the single-prrint  tool Aat has been inscrtcd  into the right-hand

end of the scrc\\  spindle.  As the master  scre\v  is turned by hand

from the left-hand end, it moves the singie-point  tool, thus form-

ing, on the inside diameter nf the work-piece, an internal hclis

that exactly corresponds to the external  helix of the mast~‘s  scrav.

This is  brought nhout by the three pins shoirn  at the middle of

the diagram. ‘i‘hcse pins have ends shaped to engage with the

thread  of the scra\ so that as the latter  is turned around it 11)ovcs

for\\~ard  with the same pitch as the pitch of the screw.

‘l‘he device shown in the illustration is a wooden  block 3 in x

,j in x 4 in and the nut is formed in a piece of transparent plastic

suchaspcrspex,  this being 2; in square by : in thick. The hole in the

biock of xood is I? in diameter and the screw  has four threads per

inch. To make a nut to fit on this screw it is necessary to wind  the

cutting tool through the nut about fifty times, the point of the tool

being tapped for\vard to make a deeper cut each time.
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The Oliver

One of the ancient machine tools that is little known is 3 trcadlc-

operated tilt hammer known as the Olixr. Csed by blacksmiths

in the Middle Ages it enabled a single blacksmith to operate a heavy

sledge hammer with his foot, the hammer being lifted by 3 grew

sapling similar to that used in the pole and tread lathe. If made

to the full scale it would occupy too much space but the principle

can be illustrated just as well in a small model made mainly of xood

to the scale shww on the diagram, Fig. z/9. The metal parts con-

sist of the anvil itself, the hammer head, awircyokc,  tw line chains,

and the metal strap at the right-hand end Gf the green sapling. The

apparatus needs to he adjusted so that the hammer will just strike

the anvi! when the hammer shaft is slightly below the horizontal.

Sormally,  when used for forging, the thickness of the metal-

such as a horseshoe or other article being forged will cause the

blow to be dclivcrcd  while the hammer shaft is horizontal. The

movable prop allows for tensioning of the green twig or sapling

which needs to be replaced when it has lost its spring.

l‘hc Oliver

28



Fig. 7.19 The Oliver--treadle hammer
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The Simple Pulley

T h e  o r i g i n  o f  t h e  simple  pulley~~,  one o f  t h e  m o s t  important

mechanical inventions~~~is  lost in antiquitv.  An early picture  found

in Sumcria  is dated about 800 B.(c.  In rr~a&ng  the rnodcl the pulle!

wheel i tself  weds to be apprr~xinlntcl)  round,  and grooved  try tzlke

a lifting rope. It need not necessarily  he turned, it can lx: whlttlcd

with a knife. All the parts shown can he made of wood.  ‘l‘hc fixal

de on which the pol!ey  rotates should he a neat fit in the hole  in

the centre of the pulley. This axle passes  through the ccntrc  of the

two side mcmhers of the frame and  is located by rxvo wooden pqs

passing through the axle just outside the frame. ‘l’he franw itself

has ~06s members in addition to the t\.;o  side members and all

these are fastened together  hy wooden pegs-dowels-+as  indicated.

The whole assembly is suspended by a rope passing through the

centre of the top member so that it hangs wrtically.  ‘l‘he weight to

be lifted is attached  to one end of the rope nhich passes round the

pulley and the operator pulls down on the o;hcr  end of the rope to

lift the weight \yhich  thereupon rises.

The principal use of this application of the pullc~  in early  times

and even today, is in building work where one  wishes  to lift a fairly

heavy weight such as a bucket containing sand, from the ~roond up

to the top of the building. One oi the limitations of this simple

device, Fig. 3/z, is that there is no nr~rhan~~alu&rn!a~e  (the opera-

tar must exert the same force as is required to lift the weight)  and

if the operator lets go of the rope at any time the weight being

lifted will fall with increasing velocity to the ground.



S CA L E  I N  I N C H ES
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Simple Pulley with Ratchet a.nd Paw1
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Multiple Pulleys

F i g .  3/4 Compound  pulley
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The Chinese Windlass





The Arabian Grappling Device
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Shadouf

‘l‘hr nrndcl,  I:i,g.  3,‘~.  has in the main bcun built of a green branch,

the fulcrunl  pin being “cart’st  to the le f t -hand end where a heavy

bob  is forwed round  the end of the wig f rom wet clay and straw,

though  in the nwdcl  the addition of x,“I(: cc”wnt  is an advantage.

‘l‘hc bucket  is nude of Icathcr  and is conical in shape with a stone or

Icad weight  at the bottom so that it always sinks belo\v the surface

of the water intrr which it is dipped. ‘1%~  operator works by pulling

do\rnwz;ds  011 the cord joininK the huckct  to the r ight-hand end

of t h e  t w i g .  ‘I‘hc cor~i  iwd i s strong machine  thread, similar

thread  or twine can be uwd to suspend  the fulcrum pin from the

liscd cross-bar on which it is supported.

ITor demonstration.  two small  tanks or howls are required to

contain the water. The leather  bucket is dipped down into the

first and xhcn the bucket has been filled  and lifted by the coonter-

weight,  the contents are tipped into a runnel down which the

water runs into the other  tank. ‘l‘hc nwdel  i s  mounted on four

legs to slIpport  it well abow  the table.

:\lthough  this dcvicc  is so old thsat  its origins are unknown, it is

still in use in some Eastern count:ies.
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The Chinese Spoon-tilt Hammer



SCALE IN INCHES
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Fig. 3/8 Spoon-tilt hammer
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The Greek Puppet Theatre Mechanism

I n  the m o d e l  illustrated.  Fig. J/Z, tbc hopper  i s  made  of rin-

pletc  or hardboard as is the slide or contri;l  valve at the base  of the

hopper which closes the orifice. ‘;‘hc rape-seed  as it issues there-

from falls into a rectangular  box-(a biscuit-tin suffices).

Khen giving demonstrations of tbesc models to schoolboys, the

author has found this to hc one  of the most popular of those

described in this hook. ‘l‘hc model illustrated has a rectangular

carr iage with three \\heels  and is driven  b!; the two front \rheels.

It is impor?ant that the wight resting on top of the bed of rapc-

seed should be sufficiently heavy. ‘I‘hc model has a heavy metal

weight resting on top of the wooden FiStOn.  The edges of the weight

are rounded, so as to cause  as little friction as possible as it falls

down through the cylinder. ‘To operate the model the control valve

slide is first closed and the piston and ncight  lifted out, turning the

pulley bracket in its bearings so that thl: top of the hopper is open

to receive the rape-seed which can he ::oured  in directly from the

biscuit-tin if the latter is moved backwards and then lifted into a

position suitable for pouring tb: seed into the hopper. ‘I’he piston

and weight must then be placed  hack in the cylinder taking care

that the piston is exactly horizontal. The cord can then he tight-

ened by turning the front wheels, when the carriage is ready to

start as soon as the control valve is opened. Great care must he

taken to ensure a gqod  fit between the hopper and its piston. This

appamtus is one of the first examples known of the use of a heavy



SCALE IN INiHES
I

Fig. 412 Greek puppef  theatrr mechanism
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W h e e l s  1,2; 5,6,;!8;11,12:-Ewe! gears,l:l  ratio
Wheels  3,4;9,10:-  Spur gears,l:l  ratio

Fig. 4/3 South-pointing chariot
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Foliot  and Verge Escapement

‘l‘he essential  clemcnts  of the foliot a n d  wrgc escapcmcnt a r e

shown in the diagram, I;ig. 4:+, where  it will hc seen that the hori-

zontal hcam  (or verge)  with trrights  at either end, oscillates ahout

the vcrticai  asis being suspended  from a picccofstrong  nylon thread

which can hc seen  at the top-centre of the diagram. ‘l‘he working

model stands 26 in. f:om the table on n squaw hasc  and the supports

arc long enough to allow the operating weigh! to fall a total height

of ~5 in. ‘l‘hc time taken depends  upon the six of  the balance

weights and their position on the verge. ‘I‘hc further out these

balance  weights  are placed the slower  is the period of oscillation of

the verge. An essential  element of the escapement is the two pallets

fixed to the vertical staff xvhich engage alternately with the teah

at the top and bottom of the large toothed wheel at the cenfre of

the diagram. This is a saucer-shaped wheel with contra teeth in

the edge of the saucer. There are thirty teeth in the model described

and this can he manufactured bv hand with a fine saw and a file.

The spur gears between the spin&  of the main toothed wheel and

the spindle round which the cord is attached are inserted to pro-

vide for a longer operation of the escapement for a given fall of the

weight. Without these gears which provide an eight t:> one reduc-

tion, the weight would fall far too quickly. All the parts of this

model---both the moving parts and the structure--should be made

of metal if reasonably accurate timing is to be obtained.

One of the earliest foliot  and verge escapements was that in the

tower clock in Dover Castle. The clock itself has been preserved in

the Science Museum, South Kensington, London, where it can

often be seen in operation.

From a technical point of view this model is the most  important

mechanism so far described and it is surely of great interest to the

amateur to be able to make for himself a machine that will work

automatically so long as the weight is falling.





The Wrapping Escapement

In this dcvict the tailing weight is restrained periodically byv. the

u-rapping and unn-rapping of a thread round a fixed vertical  wrapt

ping post and static wrapping arm. One end of the thread is fixed

to the end of a s\vinging  radius arm wllich is rotated  by the falling

weight and to the other end of this thread  a small weight is attached

so that it flies out as it rotates. ‘l‘he model illustrated, I:iy.  4/j, has

ttw vertical posts (:hc wrapping posts), ISO” apart and 3 in from

the central tube to which the radius ?rrn  is attached.  ‘l‘hcse  two

umpping  posts are fixed rigidly to the platform at their lower ends

a n d  ax not quite high enough  to reach  thr swinging arm \vhich

flit: round over  the top of them.  ‘l‘hrough  the centrc of the tube

supporting the swinging arm tlsre is a fired  post, to which the static

wapping  am is attached. ‘I‘hs txo ends of this :xm extend beyond

the posts and clear of them and ha\-c  prongs  bending do\w\\ards

and also bent innards so that as the flyin,~ bail meets the prongs it is

forced to wrap the thrrad  around tire fixed post, first D,IC  \~a? and

then the other,  and it automatically  unwraps and releases itself so

that the swinging arm can move another 180” before  it is arrested

by the ball wrapping the thread around the next post. Some

experimental trials when the apparatus is first  assembled mill show

the most suitable value for the angle between the posts and the

static wrapping arm. As with all mechanical escapements operated

by weights, the fall of tht weight  can be used for a longer period if

multiple gears are used between the rotating member of the escapc-

ment and the drum round which the cord of the weight is wound.

For this model hardboard and wood are suitable materials for the

structure.

Fig. 415  Wrapping escapement
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Chapter  V Machines for Pumping  and L\‘ater Raising

Archimedean Snail
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Tympanum

This apparatus \\as  used  only for smaller lifts and the net height

th rough \\-hich  the iviltci $>a iiited couid only be rather  less than

the radius of the drum.

I t  wi!l b e  f o u n d  i n  oocrating  t h i s  modrl t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a n

uptimum  speed of rotation which depends on the size of the inlets

and outlets tr the compartments. If the drum is rotated too fast,

the compartments do not have time to till and empty so that the

maximum delivery is obtained x\;:h a comparatkely  slow rotation.

.% further intcrestlng  feature  of the type illustrated is that it oper-

ates only n-hen rotation is in the direction shown.

‘l‘he model is constructed of & in hardboard as shown in Fig. s/za.

Before the outer boards are fixed during assembly the radial \-anes

and framing must be glued and lacquered to,& quite waterproof.

Finally, the two sides and the boards on the periphery must be

similarly treated. The outlet pipe should be of brass or copper.



Fig. s/zo Derails of exploded view-Tympanunz
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Ctesibian Pump

I
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Fig. 5/30 Ctesibian  force pump
-details
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SCALE IN INCHES

Fig. s/4 Rag and chain pump



I I II/WRTER
LEVEL

Fig. slsa Exploded view of non-return valve
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Fig. 516 Cow pump
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Fig. 517 Diaphragm pump
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Fig. ~/SC View of inlet pipe
-hydraulic rare

The Hydraulic Ram

In the mode! ,  the tvatcr wasted which passes  out  th rough the

spill valve on the right is about one  quarter  of the quantity pumped

up throurh  t h e  deli\-cry  4~. The a i r  chamhcr  cnwrcs a stud,

even flon of the delivery in spite of the intermittent flow throu&

the valves. As illustrated,  in Fig. ji8, the upper  hcadu  tank is IZ in

above the rcceircr  tank hut the water can he pumped to a vcrv much

greater height if it is convenient or nccessar~ to do so. ‘l‘hc hvdrau-

lit ram will continue :o opwatc  b!-  itself &hoot any at&on so

long as the water supply- in the top tank is maintained so that when

it is used on remote farms it can be relied upon to continue to

operate almost indefinitely with very little maintenance. The only

moving parts are the tw valves which are lubricated by the water

SUpply.

In constructing this apparatus it is absolutely essential that there

should he no leaks in the air chamber and \vater-box.  In the half-

section drawing of the ram assembly, Fig. j/&z, the places  that have

been glued with suitable adheswe (.%raldite)  haw been shown in

section as dark segments. ‘Thz two valres  are identical in const~ruc-

tion (see Fig. j/86).

The hydraulic ram depends for its functioning on the wave

action set up in the water-box by the closing alternately of the two

valves. As each valve closes, a wave is reflected from it through the

water in the box until it meets the other valve which thereupon

opens, and when the wwe energy has been dispersed, the valve

closes causing another wave to be reflected in the opposite

direcrion. This alternating flow will continue indefinitely provided



SCALE IN INCHES

Fig. j/8a Half-section of ram assembly



Chapter VI Blowing Machines

The Valve!ess Bellows

‘l‘he render may wonder  \vhy  lcathcrn  bellows or the piston type

of blower.  such as a bicycle pump, have nor been included in place

of the blowcrs  illustrated.  There arc scwral reasons  for this; in the

tire place both arc diflicult  to manufdcturc and secondly neither

of them giws a stud!;  even continuous b!ast of air, x the flow has

to bc intcrruptcd while the operator makes the return stroke. The

tw blowrs illustrated hew do not  su f fe r  f rom these defects .

Futhcrmore,  many readers will not haw come across them before

and both are of great historical interest. The first has been termed

the valveless  bellows and is of such ancient origin that no one can

say  when it was f irst made. It  consists of two circular wooden

bowls placed side by side, each corered at the top with leather or

skin to which a handle is attached. In its original form these might

xrell  be animal skins with a leg bone near the centre which could be

grasped by the operator. The outer edges of the skins were fasterxd

to the rims of the bowls by tying the skins on with leather thongs.

Sear the bottom of each bowl, a small pipe was attached and these

two pipes wre brought together as shown in the picture, Fig. 6/r,

at the entrance cf a nozzle pipe or tqwe, the far end of which pro-

jected into the tire. The operator held one handle in each hand and

raised and lowered them alternately thus creating a steady draught

into the fire. Sotice that \vhen each handle is raised, air into that

dish is sucked in at the large end of the tuyere at the same time that

air is being blown into the fire from the other bowl.
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The Chinese Double-acting Blower



2-WAY VALVE BACK
COVER

SCALE IN INCHES

Fig. O/z Chinese double-acting blower
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Chapter VII Heat Engines

Temple Dsors

‘I‘wo distinctly different types of heat engines were known to the

Grxks  two thousand years ago, though the principles upon which

they operated \vcre not understood until some hundreds of years

later. The first of these was the device used for the automatic open-

ing of the doors of the temple before a sacrifice was burned on the

altar, and for reopening the doors when the sacrifice was consumed.

In its original  form the altar was constructed of copper sheet

and the upper surface was recessed to contain the tire. Around the

tire was an air spax, completely sealed off so that when the fire was

lighted on the altar top the air contained in the space below was

heated and therefore expanded. The air then passed down through

the floor of the temple into a sealed jar in the room below where

it displaced water (shown in the bottle in the sketch). This water

NYI~ forced out of the vessel which contained it through a syphon

pipe into a bucket. ;\s the bucket became heavier due to filling with

water its weight became greater than that of counterxeights  which

~vere holding the doors in position and so the doors closed. Since

the bucket was attached by cords to the spindles of the doors, as the

buckets moved downwards. the spindles rotated to close the doors.

When the ceremony was over the reverse process took place and

this involved the syphoning of the water out of the bucket by the

slight vacuum created in the air space in the altar and the receiver

below it. As the pressure in the air vessel around the altar decreased

due to the cooling of the fire, the slight vacuum sucked the water

out of the bucket into the vessel, so the weight of the bucket grew

less and the counterweights then opened the doors of the temple

allowing the congregation to disperse.

The model of this apparatus, shown in Fig. 7/r, consists largely

of wood; the doors, the floor of the temple and the casing of the

altar can all be made of wood. Some metal pnrts  are needed for the

spindle ends of the doors and the altar shelf and its surrounds. Glass

or plastic bottles are needed for containing the water. A special

feature of the model (added for demonstration and not part of the

original device) is a cold-water-jacket enabling the altar to be

cooled down fairly rapidly to demonstrate  the opening of the doors

at the end of the ceremony.
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Hero’s Whirling Aeolipile

Another  ancient  heat engine of \\~hich  a model can be ma& quite

convcnicntly i s  I  Icro’s  \\‘hirling  Aeolipile.  I t  xvas  the tirst  w~rrt;w,

,SIEO,I~  /v&w and \GLS described bv l~lrro  in the first century  A.D. It

tvns used  only as a toy to en?ert:iin  a d m i r i n g  guests  at dinner in

Roman time?;.  ‘l‘hc apparatus  \ws no larger than that sho\w in the

sketch  and the ori+al form of rhc water container  was sphcncA

and  not cylindrical as showt~  here;  the cylindrical form has been

adopted  fur this mod4 hamsv it is so much casicr for the amatwr

to manufxture.  Indeed, the nwin water container, or cylinder,  can

be made out of a tin-can provided that it is watutight  and will

stand the tenrpcraturc  of boiling water.

As can he seen on the sketch, F i g .  j;z, the wtcr wntiGner

rotates about a hwixontal  axis. As soon as sut?icient  steam has beun

generated  it is forced through the two nozzles causing a reaction

which turns  the cylinder so that it whirls round  in quite a sp’cctx-

alar fash ion .  s team i ssu ing from the t\w jets all the time. It is

important that the apparatus should be in perfect  balance  and that

it should rotate \\~ith  the minimum amount of friction. .Accordinply,

it is asential that the tw) nozzle pipes should hc the same ler.sth

a n d  weight,  and positioned  exactly  opposite each  other and the

6llinr:  plug should be balanced by a similar weight  being tixcd to

the opposite  side of the drum. The nozzle pipes should extend

\vcII intc the drum so that their inner extremities are near the axle.

‘l’he reils~n  for this is that as the apparatus whirls around, the

\vater  inside is thrown  outwards and forms a layer on the inside

surface of the drum. ‘Thus, when the pipes are made to extend

inwards to somewhere near the centre,  steam alone (without

water),  issues out through the nozzles.
It may seen  remarkable to people of this generation that such a

wry long time elapsed betwcn  the inwntion  of this dcl-ice,  as a

toy for amusement, and the inxntion  of a practical reaction steam

turbine that could be useful  for industrial purposes. ‘L‘his latter

ewnt  occurred only in 18X+, when Sir Charles I’arsons  produced

his first reaction steam turbine, whereas Hero’s Aeolipile  was cer-

tainly know seventeen hundred years before. Parsons himself, and

others experimented in the last century with whirling-arm steam

turbines and a few new built though they had a very  restricted

application; for example,  de Lava1  in Sweden used the device to

drive his well-known  cream separator as it was the only means

available to him for achieving the very high csntrifugal  speeds that

he required for separating cream from milk.
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